World Situation Around International Finance
◆ An international financial city means a hub of international financial trading, with headquarters of global banks, stock brokerage firms, etc
◆ The most renowned cities of its kind are New York and London, which have headquarters of prestigious financial institutes.
◆ The international financial situation shows a sign of change amid increasing geopolitical risks such as Brexit and enforcement of the
National Security Law in Hong Kong.
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Japan’s Current Situation of International Finance

◆Japan’s transactions are concentrated in the Tokyo Stock Exchange(Tosho), but the COVID-19 pandemic has visualized the risk of
overconcentration in Tokyo at the time of crisis.
◆Looking around the world, every major country contains several financial cities with different functions.
◆Amid global inter-city competition, Japan needs other internationally-competitive financial cities adding to Tokyo, to strengthen its growth.
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Osaka’s Advantages as an International Hub and its Future Visions
◆Osaka is a commercial metropolis, also known as the “nation’s kitchen.”
◆It developed by people’s independent activities and unique ideas, and the world’s first futures contract was traded here.
◆Full of new business chances, it’s an attractive place for both domestic and foreign entrepreneurs and investors.
◆Osaka will lead entire Japan’s economic growth as an international financial metropolis that has different characters
and functions from those of Tokyo.

Osaka’s Advantages
１．Historical background
▽Birthplace of the futures trading (derivatives)

２．Well-organized urban infrastructure
▽The only general exchange market that deals with derivatives
▽Developed transportation network and an international trading
port
▽Higher education facilities and life science-related industries

Osaka’s Potential
１． Developing big projects that attract investments from Japan and
the world
▽ 2025 Expo Osaka-Kansai
▽ The highest level growth in the world

２．Acting as home to new innovation
▽ Promoting a smart city and a super city
▽ Creating a global hub for startup-ecosystem
▽ Creating Umekita Ⅱand an international hub for the future of
medical care (Nakanoshima)

Osaka’s vision for the international
financial metropolis（images）
Innovative Financial Metropolis Osaka

▽Promoting *ESG investment to achieve SDGs with entirety
of Osaka, as the venue of Expo 2025
▽Making Osaka an innovative financial metropolis home to
funds and human resources by drastic deregulation
▽Societal implementation of cutting-edge technology in the
financial business sector
▽Creating a new market through digital transformation in
finance
*ESG investment： The investment that has Environmental, Social and
Governance elements, which means investments seeking positive returns and
long-term impact on society

Asian Derivative Metropolis Osaka
▽Creating the leading hub of the Asian derivative
market to take in the growth of derivative transactions

Efforts to Make Osaka an International Financial Metropolis
◆Establishing a preparatory organization that consists of Osaka Prefecture and Osaka City, economic groups, etc.
based on the current international situation (within this year)
◆Starting to implement feasible policies in sequence towards the post COVID-19 world, while calling on businesses,
which agree to our intent, for participation
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-Promoting to attract finance-related businesses from
inside and outside Japan
-Training up financial human resources
-Promoting ESG investment
-Considering to create a new market of the financial
digital transformation
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